
Anvil 
Metal and Mesh Rainscreen Cladding 



Anvil Metal Cladding Introducing Anvil metal 
cladding systems

This innovative range of metal rainscreen 
systems allow a precise and efficient 
installation, with perfect joint lines and accurate 
tolerances.

The common misconception is that innovative and 
stylish metal facade systems are expensive and 
perceived to be complicated to install and detail. 
This metal cladding range will allow you to achieve 
a striking facade at a very competitive cost.

More and more developments are calling for fast track 
construction techniques to enhance performance with 
regards to build time and programmes. Clients are 
demanding reduced build time and weather tightness 
as a necessity to ensure that the schemes can be 
complete as soon as possible.
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Craigleith Road

Interlocking Multi Plane (IMP)

The Anvil metal cladding is available using an interlocking multi plane 
(IMP) system with a secret fix joint. The secret fix joint means there are 
no visible fixings, providing a precise and uniform finish to the facade.

To suit individual design requirements, the IMP system can be utilised 
to create a range of facade patterns. The system employs wedge-
shaped cassettes with a range of different depths, allowing the 
creation of varying geometric effects. These cassettes can then be 
laid in a multi-directional fashion, allowing the construction of a highly 
creative aesthetic.

It is also possible to perforate the faces of the cassettes, providing 
another means of generating unique and decorative visual effects on 
the facade. The IMP system is available with a PPC, anodised, natural 
metal or pre-coated finish.

IMP
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Secret Fix Landscape/Portrait (SFL1/SFP1)

The Anvil metal cladding is available using a secret fix 
joint system with either a landscape (SFL) or portrait 
(SFP) profile to suit design and budget requirements.

The secret joint means there are no visible fixings, 
providing a precise and uniform finish to the facade. 
Comprising of secret hook-on cassettes and a clipped 
system, the SFP and SFL are available in variable sizes, 
allowing design freedom to create a desired pattern/
effect using the multi-variant cassette formats.

The minimum joint width for this system is 10mm. 
The SFL/P system is available with a PPC, anodised, 
natural metal or pre-coated finish.
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Colours and Finishes
We provide a vast range of colours and finishes to suit Anvil metal cladding systems. These include an extensive portfolio of over 180 RAL colours, available 
in either a matt, satin or gloss finish. We also offer a range of anodised and anodic-look finishes – a cost-effective alternative to the anodised finishes that 
create the visual of an anodised surface. For a cost-effective solution to natural materials like stone, we provide a range of polyester powder coated (PPC) 
mineral textures. As an alternative, we provide a range of natural metal finishes including bronze, corten and copper, as well as an additional PPC metal look 
and metallic range. 

RJF1

SFP1

PPSF

SFL1

Recessed Joint Fix (RJF1)

The Anvil metal cladding is available using 
a semi-concealed recessed joint fix (RJF) 
system with an overlapping, baffled joint. 
To provide a consistent finish to the facade, 
coloured fixings are available to match the 
panels.

It is possible to perforate the faces of the 
cassettes, providing the option to generate 
unique and decorative visual effects. 

The panels can also be laid in a multi-
directional fashion, allowing the construction 
of a highly creative aesthetic to suit individual 
project designs. The standard joint width for 
this system is 20mm.

The RJF system is available with a PPC, 
anodised, natural metal or pre-coated finish.

Anvil Metal Cladding

Pressed Plank Secret Fix (PPSF)

The Anvil metal cladding is also available using a pressed plank secret fix (PPSF) 
system which utilises a secret clip fix joint, providing an aesthetically clean finish with 
no visible fixings.

Similar to our recessed and interlocking systems, the pressed planks can be laid in 
a multi-directional fashion, allowing the construction of a highly creative aesthetic 
to suit individual project designs. It is also possible to perforate the faces of the 
cassettes, providing another means of generating unique and decorative visual 
effects on the facade.

Planks are available in lengths of up to 6m however, to create the look of longer 
lengths, the system can be utilised with butt joints. The PPSF system is available with 
a PPC, anodised, natural metal or pre-coated finish.

Jesmond 360
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Anvil Expanded Mesh Expanded and perforated mesh screens are extremely versatile and ideal 
for creating a contemporary facade, offering a dramatic transformation 
on refurbishments and new builds. 

The cladding is usually constructed from a 1.5 – 3.0mm thick metal sheet, with the 
individual design of the panel being shaped by the selected material. The amount 
and size of perforations, or the ‘eyes’ of the expanded mesh, are a critical factor for 
consideration in the design process.

These flexible metal patterns can be used to enhance the shape of a building and 
can be manipulated to achieve unusual and striking visual effects. Transparency and 
shafts of light caught in the perforations can produce spectacular enhancements to 
the facade.

The expanded mesh manufacturing process provides a material with a three-
dimensional quality. It can be completely opaque when viewed from one direction, 
and transparent when viewed from an alternative angle.

In addition to its aesthetic qualities, expanded and perforated mesh screens are 
very strong, and flexible enough to be used for metalwork fabrication and metal 
structures. Additional support will be required to act as a fall arrest solution.

Options

— Design
The design of the mesh pattern ultimately depends on the shape of 
the tool utilised in the expansion process. The shape may be square, 
diamond or hexagonal, and each eyelet has its own visual features for 
use in design and architecture. There is also a choice of framing and 
fixing systems to support expanded mesh, depending on the required 
aesthetic.

— Transparency
Translucence or transparency is the key function of expanded mesh. 
A mesh pattern with larger apertures can create visual effects that 
provide a glimpse of the underlying surface. Mesh patterns with 
smaller apertures are frequently used as brise soleil, to shield buildings 
from the sun.

— Shading & Aeration
Expanded metal panels can provide “smart” solar blinds to reduce 
the heat and glare generated by the sun. Movable screens allow 
you to adjust the shading to suit the requirements of the building at 
different times of the day. Different patterns also provide different 
free-vent areas which may be critical to plant screening or ventilation 
requirements.

— Finishes
Aluminium remains widely used across a myriad of architectural 
applications. The selection of the appropriate thickness will depend 
on the intended usage and the loads it is expected to support. Mill, 
powder coated and anodised finishes are available – contact us to 
discuss your requirements.

Benefits

— Choice
An extensive range of mesh patterns are available. These can be 
bordered, curved and folded in a number of different finishes including 
powder coated or anodised. Send us a drawing or image of what you 
are trying to achieve, and we will work with you to design the optimum 
solution.

— Affordable
There is very little waste product when manufacturing expanded mesh, 
thus it is a more cost-effective solution than a punched perforated 
sheet metal. The intrinsic structure of the mesh (being a single piece) 
makes it lightweight, but simultaneously stronger than other materials 
of the same weight.

— Recyclable & Sustainable
At the end of its long working life, expanded mesh can easily be 
disposed of and is 100% recyclable. It can also be demounted and 
recoated, thus extending its service life.

— Versatile
Being easy to work with and with a wide choice of shapes available, 
expanded mesh can be adapted to suit most applications, and easily 
combines with other materials, such as glass, natural metal and 
natural stone.
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Hampton by Hilton is a newly completed hotel in Manchester’s vibrant 
Northern Quarter, giving a previously vacant brownfield site a new lease 
of life. The £30m development, designed by Tim Groom Architects and 
managed by Create Construction, consists of 221 rooms and was planned 
with the environment in mind. The building has low carbon emissions and 
energy requirements and features a contemporary facade that reflects the 
surrounding streetscape. The hotel lies next to the 20-acre NOMA (North 
Manchester) regeneration scheme, an £800m mixed-use redevelopment 
proposal that aims to revitalise northern Manchester.

The nine-storey hotel features a warm and tactile palette of colours and 
textures, which creates a welcoming appearance for guests. The facade 
showcases large format windows that mirror the nearby warehouses and 
ensure the building is a suitable addition to the historically industrial Manchester 
skyline.

Taylor Maxwell worked with Create Construction and Intex Systems to finalise 
the design and supply the Anvil perforated metal panels to the development, 
which were created to match the other aluminium panels featured on the 
project. The polyester powder coated (PPC) finish offers an extensive portfolio of 
over 180 RAL colours in a matt, gloss or satin finish, which made creating a colour 
match to the existing panels a simple and exact process. The perforated panels 
create a striking and distinctive feature at the sides and back of the building, 
transforming what would usually be an unappreciated area.

Perforated metal panels are produced by punching holes of different shapes 
and sizes into sheets of metal to create various patterns. The freedom to create 
a unique pattern means this building material is becoming increasingly popular 
with architects and designers. The round holes used on Hampton by Hilton are 
all the same size and shape, but were punched into the metal in staggered rows, 
creating a honeycomb effect. As the holes go further down towards the ground, 
they become less frequent and eventually fade out.

On top of the eye-catching design, the cladding was perforated at the top 
as there were vent extracts coming out from behind the panels of the hotel 
kitchens. The holes allow for free air flow through the building to the outside, 
without compromising on aesthetic finish. The panels were expertly fitted by 
Intex Systems using a secret fix system on to an aluminium support framework, 
therefore providing an aesthetically clean finish with no visible fixings.

Hampton by Hilton, Manchester
_
Anvil Perforated Metal Cladding     



Whitefriars Student Accommodation, also known as Arundel House, is a newly 
completed block of student apartments in Coventry, just a couple of minutes’ 
walk from Coventry University and a short bus journey from the University of 
Warwick.

Designed by O’Connell East Architects, market leaders in student housing, the 
project sought to deliver over 700 new student beds, along with a new facility 
for the Coventry Boys and Girls Club (CBGC). Managed by the UK’s leading 
developer in the student accommodation sector, Watkin Jones, the site was 
previously occupied by terraced housing, along with the original CBGC, a 1960s 
working men’s club which had closed down.

The £6.5m development has been completed using the Corium Brick Cladding 
system and Anvil Metal Cladding panels in a contrasting and contemporary 
colour palette, expertly installed by Precision Facades Ltd.

The architects wanted to create a strong and clear entrance to the 
development that consisted of two separate accommodation blocks, yet still tie 
the two buildings together. Therefore, their project concept incorporated a tall 
colonnaded frontage with high open canopy. Similarly, a saw-toothed elevation 
on the inward-facing facade was designed to capture light through the 
windows at all angles. These interesting design features give the development 
several sharp, dramatic corners, which provides depth and allows the project to 
stand out amongst the city’s skyline.

It was important to the architects and the planners that the colour palette used 
harmonised with the recently completed neighbouring academic building. 
Similarly, they were looking for a system that allowed them to incorporate some 
texture and variation in the colour, yet still provide a high quality finish and be 
suitable for a building of this height.

On top of the brickwork details, the architects were looking for a metal sys-
tem that could combine with the brick slip cladding to add distinctive features 
around the windows of the buildings. The Anvil aluminium rainscreen panels 
provided the perfect solution, as they could be installed using a recessed joint fix 
system between vertically stacked windows, highlighting the vertical elevation 
of the buildings and adding depth to the facades. The architects were looking 
for splayed panels in a colour that would contrast nicely with the red brickwork. 
After consultation with our team, they chose an anthracite grey colour in a 
polyester powder-coated (PPC) finish, providing a striking and contemporary 
finished look.

Whitefriars Student Accomodation 
_
Anvil Metal Cladding

“
Taylor Maxwell showed us the 
available options, explained 
the system and suggested 
ways of achieving our aims”
_
Paul O’Connell, 

O’Connell East Architects 



The latest version of this brochure in digital format is available on our website. Details provided are subject to changes. If you require further information, please contact us. Last updated June 2022. 

For more information, samples or to speak to one of our product advisors, please call 0203 794 9377 or email enquiries@taylor.maxwell.co.uk 
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